Deseray, 16

Some of my favorite things:
I like being active outside. I enjoy drawing, swimming, and being around others. It is important for me to be busy.

Things I do not like:
When things are not predictable and I don’t know what to expect.

Favorite foods:
Pizza, Chicken Fingers, ice cream, and French fries.

What I want in a family:
I like a family that likes to be active. I want a family that likes to travel, has pets, and who is open and honest with me.

What we want families to know about Deseray:
Deseray is cheerful, bubbly, resilient, enthusiastic, optimistic, capable, and motivated. She is friendly with adults and peers. She wants to please adults and takes pride in her work. Deseray is thoughtful and courteous. She tries hard in school with her academics and has some strong reading skills. She likes to draw, swim, and play outside.

What we are seeking in a family for Deseray:
Deseray needs parents who can provide a nurturing environment, set clear and firm limits, and provide consistent boundaries, are willing to participate in any recommended trainings and therapy sessions. Can be patient and loving even when his behaviors are a challenge, can be affectionate and are energetic, outgoing, and active.

To learn more:
If you are interested in learning more about Deseray, please contact Ashley Sargent, Project Family at Lund (802) 527-6144 or ashleys@lundvt.org.